the Cos (conscious) DarMeT (dark magnetic thread) En (energy) DNA Nec (connection).
the universe stores everything it learns in DarMeT (dark magnetic thread). that includes you
and me and every bug, lizard and grain of sand. this will only make sense to you if you have
read my other DarSeFT (dark superfluid theory) papers.
DarMeTs (dark magnetic threads) keep all of their magnetic force internal but its windings are
absolutely superconducting of electrical force which are exposed to space, though releasing
nearly none of it to space. but just enough to leave briefly lingering spinning coils of electrical
force which can't propagate without a medium and would be way to weak to ever detect. but
common sense suggests the influence of this spinning electrical force near other atoms could
encourage them a little toward helical molecule formation, DNA.
thus consciousness which resides in the DarMeT (dark magnetic thread) has a way to influence
the evolution of life and there is a possible mechanism for souls to incarnate from the magnetic
thread back into biological life.
DarSeFT (dark superfluid theory) is a physical theory which generates from its basic concepts
special and general relativity, quantum physics, classical physics, evolution of life and
consciousness. in DarSeFT (dark superfluid theory) a universe without life and consciousness is
impossible in principle because of its explanation of how existence got started.
the concept of DarMeT (dark magnetic thread) suggests to some degree how individual
consciounesses can be both in full union with cosmic consciousness and yet retain individual
identity as a developing time-line in the magnetic thread. all the thread is connected
throughout the cosmos but segments of it are individuals. it is suspected that the consciousness
of the cosmos is very different from us individual segments of it in the sense that it has no
external senses or perceptions as we do, but only a unified internal experience.
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